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Abstract
We report on a new characterizationmethod of 3D—doping performed by arsenic implantation into
FinFET—like nanostructures by usingMediumEnergy Ion Scattering. Because of its good depth
resolution (0.25 nm) at the surface, it is one of techniques of choice suitable to analyse the ultra-
shallow doping of thin crystalfilms.However, with the constraints related to the nanostructures’
geometry and the low lateral resolution of theMEIS beam (0.5×1mm2), we developed an adequate
protocol allowing their analysis with this technique. It encompasses three different geometries to
account for theMEIS spectra of the arsenic implanted in each part of the nanostructures. The
originality of the protocol is that, according to the chosen analysis geometry, the overall spectrumof
arsenic is not the same because the contributions of each part of the patterns to its formation are
different. By using two of them,we observed double peaks of arsenic. Thanks to 3Ddeconvolutions
performedwith PowerMEIS simulations, wewere able to identify the contribution of the tops,
sidewalls and bottoms in their formation. Thus, by separating the spectrumof the dopants implanted
in the Fins (tops+ sidewalls) from that of the bottoms, wewere able to characterize the 3Ddoping
conformity in the patterns. Two different implantationmethodswith the associated local doses
computed in each single part were investigated.We found that the distribution of the dopants
implanted by using the conventional implantermethod is very different from that of plasma doping.

1. Introduction

The three dimensional (3D) Fin Field Effect Transistor (FinFET) stands as one of themost efficient solutions
adopted by themicroelectronic industry to circumvent the issues encounteredwith theminiaturization of
planar (2D)MOSFETs. Doping being one of the key steps in their fabrication procedures, the advent of
nanostructures of non planar architecturesmakes it highly challenging. Not only because of the shape, size and
structure dependency [1], but also the distribution of the implants in all the parts which should be uniform. It
can be performed by using several techniques as reported in the literature [2]. However, the lowmanufacturing
cost of semiconductors (SCs) devices requires cheap dopingmethods.

Ion implantation is known as themost used technique for introducing foreign atoms inside SCs. Doping can
be achieved by using the conventional Implanter (IM) and Plasma Immersion Ion Implantation (PIII)methods.
The former is widely utilised because of its good energy control of the dopants. However, the unidirectionality of
the ion beamobliges to perform the implantation into 3D-Fin shaped nanostructures inmany steps, which is
costly and time consuming. Because of the large throughput andmultidirectional implantation that it affords,
PIII is a good alternative for the doping of non planar structures in only a single step [2]. The sample is actually
immersed into a chamberwhere the positive, negative and neutral charges generated by a plasma gas strike its
surface. By exploiting themultiple collision cascades between the particles, one can expect a large scale 3D
doping and their uniformdistributionwithin the patterns.
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The objective of this work is to study the doping conformity and quantify arsenic (As+) implanted by using
the two abovementionedmethods into nanostructures elaborated from silicon on insulator (SOI)materials.
The local dose really received by the patterns can readily bemeasured by usingMediumEnergy Ion Scattering
(MEIS). Because the outcomes are not altered by thematrix effects or sputtering induced re-implantation as it is
often the case in Secondary IonMass Spectrometry (SIMS) [3, 4].MEISwas already used in previousworks to
analyse 3Dplasma or conventional arsenic doping into Si nanostructures [3, 5, 6]. Alongside the quantification
of As in both the planar and non-planar SOI samples, our studies are focused on the doping conformity in the
nanostructured ones implanted by using the twomethods. In the other words, wewill check if the distribution of
dopants in the tops, sidewalls and bottoms (oxide) is the same in the IMand PIIImethods. Indeed, if the process
looksmore predictable in IM, it is not obvious in PIII because ofmass selection andmany other parameters to
control such as pressure, high throughput, fluence, etc. The outcomesmay therefore not be as expectedwith this
latter implantationmethod. Thefinal results can actually yield to non equivalent distributions of dopants in the
tops, sidewalls and oxide. The analysismethod should also afford better investigation of the difficultly accessible
parts such as sidewalls and bottoms.Hence the experimental protocol presented below, has been developed in
order to access to all these information.

2. Experimentalmethods

2.1. Samples and techniques
The patternswere formed by electron beam (e-beam) lithography and chlorine based dry etching on SOI based
wafers of 300 mmdiameter. The nanometric silicon (Si) lines grating (Fins) are of 1.2 mm long, 59–60 nmheight
with the periodicity (pitch) of 160 nm, etched on a 25 nm thick oxide (SiO2)withwidths of 43 nmand 46 nm.
They stand asmodel structures dedicated to FinFET channels without applied electrodes. The implantation
parameters are presented in table 1.

It is known that As+ is utilised for n-type doping because of its high solid solubility [7, 8] and shallow
penetration [9]. In this work, the conventional implantationwas performed by usingAs+ on aVIISTAHCP
setup at 3 keV in the conditions as indicated in table 1. A two steps process was required in order to implant the
sidewalls at an incidence angle of 25°. The PIII dopingwas carried out on a PULSION® Nano tool
manufactured by IonBeamServices (IBS) by using arsine (AsH3

+) gas. The sample wasmounted on a holder
(chunk), negatively pulse biased at 3 kVduring the implantation. The temperature within the chamberwas the
same as that in the formermethod and the doping achieved at high pressure (10−2mbar) so as to reduce the ion
mean free path [10].

MEIS is a technique capable to provide structural and compositional information upon a sample. It consists
in analysing the energy or angle of the projectiles scattered from the sample fromwhich an elemental
composition can be investigated. Structural information (e.g. interstitials ) can be obtainedwhen the incident
beam is alignedwith amajor crystallographic axis. A good quantification is achievedwith this techniquewhen
the beam is randomly oriented onto the crystal, so that a significant fraction of the incident projectiles ismore
likely to see all the atoms and give rise to a high scattered yield in the energy spectrum.Hence one can determine
substitutional fractions and thereby activated atoms [11–13]. TheMEIS experiments were carried out in random
orientationwith an electrostatic accelerator that can generate a proton (H+) beamof 200 keV energy. During the
measurements, the sample ismounted on a high precision three axis goniometer fixed at the center of an ultra
high vacuum (UHV) analyzing chamber. The experiments were performed at the incidence angle of 64° and
normal incidence with respect to the samples’ surface. The scattered ionswere analysed in energy at the
respective scattering angles of 119° (for normal incidence) and 135° (for 64° incidence) by a toroidal electrostatic
analyser (TEA). The high energy and angular resolutions obtainable with this detection system are about
(!E/E)=3.3×10−3 and 0.1°, respectively.

A thin lamellawas prepared for electronmicroscopy by focused ion beam (FIB)milling and analyzed in an
FEI Titan Themis operating at 200 kV and equippedwith a probe corrector and 4 SDDEDXdetectors. High

Table 1.Description of the investigated samples. The dopingmethods aswell as the other parameters are indicated.
The twist(°) is the rotation angle of thewafer around itself and tilt(°) is the inclination angle off its surface normal so
as to optimise the sidewalls doping. The implantation has been performed at room temperature (RT). The targeted
doseswere 1×1015 at cm−2 and 5×1015 at cm−2 for the implanter and plasmamethods, respectively.

Samples Dopingmethods Species Energy(keV) Tilt(°) Twist(°) Temperature(°C)

S1 Implanter As 3 keV 25 180 RT

S2 Plasma AsH3 3 keV —– —– RT
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angle annular dark field—scanning transmission electronmicroscopy images gave access tomorphological
information related to the Fins and EDXwas used for elementalmapping (figure 7).

2.2. Analysis protocol
The size of the beamdelivered by theMEIS equipment (1×0.5 mm2) is by far larger than the dimensions of the
patterns. Several orientations of the Finswere therefore explored to determine theMEIS spectra of arsenic
implantedwithin their structure. The idea is to use different incidence angles to separate the spectra of the tops,
sidewalls and bottoms so that they do not appear at the same energy positions. The three geometries that we need
to achieve this are presented infigure 1with their associatedMEIS spectra simulatedwith PowerMEIS [14, 15].
Similar analyses were performed in [5] by using the same tool where three other geometries were considered to
investigate only conventional implantation into full Si line gratings. PowerMEIS is a software that usesMonte-
Carlomethods to calculate all the trajectories of ions into 3D structures of any geometrical shape. The approach
used for themodelling is similar to that described in litterature [5, 16, 17]. Indeed, the nanostructures to simulate
are discretised into several 3Dmatrix layers of defined densities (2.33g cm−3 for Si and 2.32 g cm−3 for SiO2),
stoichiometry, composition of various atomic percentage of As and thickness in nm.

The examplemodel adopted for the simulations in this protocol was of SOI type, considered as conformally
dopedwith the patterns of 60 nmheight, 44 nmwidth and periodicity=160 nm.Wedefine an implantation as
conformal when the tops, sidewalls and bottoms have received the same dose per cm−2. Themodelmatrix used
for PowerMEIS simulations of a conformal implantation is presented infigure 2. The total number of layers
implantedwithAs introduced at each part are the same (10) and of equal thicknesses. TheAs concentration
varies from the layersmuch closer to the surface to the deeper ones, but in the same proportions for the tops,
sidewalls and bottoms.However, for a non conformal implantation, only the As concentrationwas varied in
different proportions in each layer so that thosewith null concentrations do not contribute in the local dose
quantification at the corresponding part of the patterns.

By simulating theMEIS spectrumof arsenicwith the geometry offigure 1(a), the result is as presented in
figure 1(a’). One observes only a single arsenic peak. Thanks to the 3Ddeconvolutions that we developed, we
show that the spectra of the tops and bottoms overlap at the same energy position infigure 1(a’). However, the
signal of the two sidewalls are discriminated from the others. It can be seen that the contribution of the two
sidewalls (I and II) are equivalent. By adopting this hypothesis in the second geometry (figure 1(b)), the

Figure 1. Schematic illustration of the three geometries of the analysis protocol and their corresponding PowerMEIS [14, 15]
simulations. They depict theMEIS spectra of the arsenic implanted in the tops, sidewalls I and II and the bottoms surfaces. (a) and (a’):
analysis in normal incidencewith the scattered projectiles exiting longitudinally with respect to the Fins. (b) and (b’): analysis in
inclined incidence where the scattered projectiles exit laterally with respect to the Fins aswell. In graphs (c) and (c’), the lines grating
have the same orientation like in (b) and (b’) but they are analysed in normal incidence. The azimuth (j=90° and 0°) is their
orientation in the plane of the sample.
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simulated spectrumof arsenic infigure 1(b’) diplays two peaks 1 and 2. The peak 1 emanates from the
contribution of Si-Fins (tops+ sidewalls) and peak 2 is for the oxide (bottoms). However, it is shifted towards
the lower energy range because of the incidence and scattering angles. The incidence of 64°was actually chosen
such that the 200 keVH+ projectiles cross the patterns and loose energy before interactingwith the arsenic
atoms implanted in the oxide.Which also explains why the signal of the arsenic implanted in sidewalls—II
appears flattened along the energy axis infigure 1(b’). If onemaintains this orientation of the patterns as in
figure 1(b) (azimuthj=0°) and probe them in normal incidence (see figure 1(c)), the results are as presented in
figure 1(c’), which is the third geometry. There is an energy region (∼188–191 keV) infigure 1(c’)where the
contributions of the four parts superimpose. Nevertheless, the spectrumof the bottoms is still discriminated
from the others because the scatteredH+ undergo supplementary energy losses when they exit the patterns at the
scattering angle of 119°.When the incidentH+ cross the patterns along their 60 nmheight, they considerably
loose energy. An important fraction of the scattered projectiles experience additional energy losses when they
exit the patterns and cross the neighboring Fins. This explains the shape of the simulated spectra of sidewalls—I
and II infigure 1(c’). Indeed, the importance of this third geometry is that it helps verify the second one
(figures 1(b) and (b’)) precisely the doping of the two sidewalls. Let us suppose that one omits the contribution of
sidewalls—II in themodel.With the second geometry, one can stillfit the overall spectrumof arsenic by relying
on the spectra of the bottoms and sidewalls—I.However, this does no longer hold in the third geometry because
figure 1(c’) shows that one obligatorily needs the spectrumof sidewalls—II to account for the overall spectrum
of arsenic.With this originalmethod of investigating 3DdopingwithMEIS, we show that three geometries are
sufficient to reconstruct the spectrumof the implants. The experimental results are commented in the following
sections.

3. Results and discussions

3.1. Preliminarymeasurements on planar structures
The quantification of the dopants implanted in the planar structures (non-etched areas) has been performed by
MEIS on the two samples, then verified by Rutherford Backscattering Spectrometry (RBS). It is known as a
technique of reference for elemental quantification into solidmatrices [11, 12], because of its good capability of
counting the ions of different charge states (positive, negative and neutrals) scattered from their structures. It
was even demonstrated that this techniquewas able to investigate the As composition into complex
nanostructures [18]. The RBS analyses were carried out in randomorientationwith 2 MeV alphas projectiles on
the same samples, striking their surfaces at an incidence angle of 62°. The scattered projectiles were analysed at a
scattering angle of 160°. The spectra (not shown)were simulatedwith SIMNRA [19]. The doses of arsenic were
computed by simulating theMEIS spectra (figure 3) by using theMEISanalyser.exe software developed byDenis
Jalabert. The electrostatic detection systemused inMEIS is only capable to detect charged projectiles. For
accuracy in the calculations, the fraction of the singly charged ions exiting the sample has been taken into
consideration, based on thework of Zalm et al [20]. According to table 2, one can say that the dose implanted in
S1 by using the implantermethod is as targeted. The discrepancy between themeasured and targeted ones in S2,
verified by the two experimental techniques, can be explained by the complex interactions between neutral

Figure 2.Representation of thematrixmodel used for PowerMEIS simulations of a conformal implantation. It shows the Si-Fins and
Si-bulk separated by a buried oxide (BOX). The layers illustrate the implantation of As at each part, they are assumed to have the same
thickness but different stoichiometries.
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species and energetic ions, with the contribution of non selection inmass in the PIII process [17, 21, 22]. Table 2
therefore shows thatMEIS can be as quantitative as RBS and the obtained values have been exploited in the
investigation of nanostructured samples.

3.2.Measurements on 3D structures
TheMEIS experimental spectrameasured on 3D samples in the geometries offigures (1(b) and (b’) and (c) and
(c’)) are presented infigures 4(A) and (C) for the incidence at 64° - detection at 135° andfigures 4(B) and (D) for
normal incidence—detection at 119°. Unlike the arsenic spectrameasured on the non etched areas of the same
wafers which show only a single peak, thosemeasured on the patterned areas display two peaks. Figure 4 also
illustrates that the lines grating influence the spectrumof the overallmatrix, as observed from the Si-surface edge
until the lower energy range. There is an impact of the patterned structures on the outcomes that should not be
underestimated. Therefore, a good geometry should be designed prior to carry out precise investigations. As
depicted by the insets offigure 4, the experiments have verified the double peaks of arsenic predicted by
simulations. The intensities of the two arsenic peaks in S1 (implanter) are nearly similar, but by far different from
those of S2. In plasma, the yield of the first peak is higher than that of the second one, it indicates that the
distribution of the implants in the two dopingmethods is different. For a good conformity assessment, further
analyses have been performed in order to understand how the tops, bottoms and the two sidewalls participate in
the formation of the two peaks.

Figures 5 and 6 show the 3Ddeconvolutions of the overall arsenic spectra in S1 and S2. The peaks 1 in the
experimental spectra actually result from the contribution of the tops and sidewalls, while the bottoms
majoritarily contribute in peaks 2. Infigure 5 (sample S1), the As signal of the tops is higher than that of
sidewalls, signifiying that the doping of these parts is not strictly conformal. However, the significant
discrepancies with the spectra of sample S2 is readily noticeable. In plasma, the tops are themost dominant in
peak 1 comparatively to the sidewalls. The arsenic’s peak of the bottoms is∼28.5% lower than that of the tops. It

Figure 3.MEIS spectrameasured on the planar samples implantedwith arsenic (As+ - S1) and arsine (AsH3
+ - S2)with their associated

fits. The incidence and scattering angles were 64° and 135°, respectively. The implantationmethods are indicated in each graph.

Table 2.Comparison of the implanted doses of arsenicmeasured
in planar (2D) structures by the two indicated techniques. The
values obtainedwithMEISwere computed through the
simulations of the experimental spectrawith the respective
densities: 6.9×1022mol cm−3 (for Si0.36O0.64), 2.3×1022

mol cm−3 (for SiO2) and 5×1022mol cm−3 (for Si). The
implantation temperature and energy are recalled.

Arsenic doses (×1015at cm−2): 2D Samples

Experimental techniques:

3 keV—RT Targeted RBS MEIS

Implanter (S1) 1 0.9±0.1 1±0.04

Plasma (S2) 5 1.95±0.5 2.1±0.04
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should normally be higher as indicated infigure 6, if the implantationwas conformal in S2. The intensities of the
arsenic spectra in the sidewalls of S2 should be comparable to those offigure 6. These 3Ddeconvolutions show
that the tops surface host a quantity of dopants larger than in the bottoms and sidewalls of S1 and S2. The
chemicalmapping carried out by energy dispersive x-ray (EDX) analyses on the two samples (figure 7) also show
that the sidewalls are the least doped parts in conventional and plasma implantations. These images are in

Figure 4.Experimental spectra with their associated PowerMEIS simulations, obtained on the nanostructured samples implanted by
using the conventionalmethod ((S1) - A andB) and plasmamethod ((S2) - C andD). The insets highlight the double peaks (1 and 2) of
arsenic. The orientation of the lines gratingwas such that the scatteredH+ exit laterally with respect to the Fins.

Figure 5. 3Ddeconvolutions of the arsenic spectra of each single part of the patterns of S1 by using PowerMEIS simulations.
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agreementwith the spectra offigures 5 and 6 concerning the heavy doping of the top surfaces, and hence the non
conformal distributions of implants.

Table 3 displays the local doses computed in the two 3D samples. They are normalized based on the
measurements on their planar (non etched) areas. One can rely on the implantation conditions in the
conventionalmethodwhere the ions beam is unidirectional, to determine the expected local doses. This is not
possible in plasma doping because of trajectories’ distribution of the ions penetrating thematerials surface. This
method has thus permitted to compare the expected local doses in S1with themeasured ones and those
determined by simulation of a conformal implantation.One can notice that the distribution of themeasured
dose in S1 is as expected.However, it is different from a conformal implantation because the sidewalls are less

Figure 6. 3Ddeconvolutions of the arsenic spectra of each single part of the patterns of S2. The simulation of a conformal plasma
implantation is illustrated in graphs C andD.

Figure 7.EDX image showing the chemical profile of arsenic (in yellow). S1: Implanter-3 keV-RT and S2: Plasma-3 keV-RT.
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doped (0.38× 1015at cm−2) than the tops (0.94× 1015at cm−2) and bottoms (0.71× 1015at cm−2). The
distribution of the local dose implanted in S2 is also different from that of a conformal one. Themeasured dose
in the tops (1.95× 1015at cm−2) is four times greater than that of the bottoms and eight times larger than in the
sidewalls. This large concentration of dopants in the tops and the low sidewalls doping in plasma also illustrate
that their distribution is different from that in conventional implantation as announced infigures 4 and 5. The
explanations regarding the dicrepancies between the expected and targeted dose in 3Dpatterns of S2 and its
distributions in each part can be as those provided for the planar one. The complex interactions between the
energetic ions and neutrals, augmented to the 3D architecture and composition of the sample (Si and SiO2) can
explain the doping non conformity in plasma [12, 17, 21, 22]. There could also be a focusing effect of the ions on
tops of the patterns implanted by plasma due to possible charge repulsions in the oxide. It was indeed reported in
[23, 24] that a high fluence or high density AsH3

+ plasma doping of an oxide can lead to charges accumulations.
In this case, further investigations need to be carried out in the framework of futureworks as proposed in the
conclusion. The observation of the possible arsenic loss by sublimation in a sample longly exposed to air is not
excluded to explain the low bottoms doping in S2.

4. Conclusion

Wewere interested in studying 3D arsenic doping performed by plasma immersion ion and conventional
implantations into SOI based Fin-shaped nanostructures for FinFETsmanufacture. The analysis protocol has
shown that the arsenic’s spectrumdoes not display the same shape according to the geometry adopted for its
measurement. The geometries chosen to investigate the 3D samples have been verified by the experiments. The
analysismethod thatwe have developed has permitted to highlight the contribution of the tops, sidewalls and
bottoms in the construction of the overall spectra of arsenic.We have therefore discriminated the spectrumof
the dopants implanted in the Si-Fins from that of the dopants implanted in the oxide. Rigorous analyses have
served to demonstrate their non conformal distributionwithin the patterns, with non negligible discrepancies
between the plasma and conventional implantermethods. The implantation performedwith the conventional
method in these studies displayed better results in terms of dopant distributions thanwith the plasma one. As
futureworks proposed for the investigation of possible ion repulsions in the oxide, onemay consider two
nanostructures elaborated from the bulk silicon and SOI technologies. Then characterize the doping performed
by one or the two abovementionedmethods in the same conditions. Such studies could really be beneficial for
the semiconductor community, namely for the SOI technology if they are correlated tomolecular dynamic
simulations.
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